How OSS/BSS
Modernization Powers
Digital Transformation?

Introduction
The cloud-first strategy is becoming increasingly common. According to a recent report, 90% of the newly deployed
Operations Support System (OSS)/Business Support System (BSS) solutions will be cloud-based by 2025. The
telecom industry is here to ensure a positive customer experience through innovation, adding new services &
features, and seamlessly integrating them with their existing range of offers. Communication service providers
(CSPs) need to digitize their existing operation support systems (OSSs) and business support systems (BSSs). Going
for a microservices approach to operation and business support systems combined with DevOps practices is the
right way to achieve the OSS and BSS transformation.

Market Trends
A recent survey suggests 78% of CSPs intend to host their telecoms IT systems in the cloud-primarily.
29% of CSPs are planning to use microservices architecture in any given OSS/BSS domain.
32% of CSPs will host OSS/BSS in a hybrid cloud environment.
By 2025, technical debt will consume more than 40% of the current IT budget.

Which tool and/or practices has your organization adopted or
is in the process of adopting ?
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limited

At planning
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Don’t know

DevOps tools and practices
34%

35%

21%

5%

6%

8%

5%

Agile tools and practices
31%

14%

42%

Open APIs
30%

27%

30%

5%

8%

Serverless Computing
30%

25%

32%

7%

7%

Software development Kits (SDKs)
29%

38%

24%

3%

7%

CI/CD tools and practices
25%

42%

8%

16%

9%

Microservices - based architectures
24%

42%

29%

2%

3%

7%

3%

1%

5%

Containerization
19%

34%

38%

TM Forum Open Digital Architecture (ODA)
17%

41%

37%

Low - Code or No - Code IT development approaches
33%

12%

32%
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Challenges in Migrating
OSS/BSS Infrastructure to the Cloud
1. Limited In-House Expertise -

2. Limited Financial Resources -

61%

3. Lack of Organizational Strategy -

51%

41%

4. Lack of Support from
Internal Stakeholders -

5. Lack of Understanding
of Cloud -

37%

51%

6. Unsure of Where to Start -

20%

What path do you plan to use to migrate the following OSS/BSS
applications to the cloud ?
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Rehosting
(i.e., “lift & shift”/laaS)

Re - platforming
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Analytics
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Recommendations
Service Providers

Vendors

Solutions

Need to implement and embrace
cloud/digital solutions to achieve
operational agility

Need to adopt cloud-native
architecture and practices

Containerized applications
and microservices

CSPs should migrate more
accessible systems first

Provide CSPs with hands-on
support to fill in the gaps

A well-connected cloud
ecosystem for hybrid systems

Need to address limited in-house
IT expertise through insourcing,
reskilling, or recruitment

Need to be innovation-driven

Integrated security and
customers privacy

Large and comprehensive
data competence

Network automation

Conclusion
Open frameworks and APIs are essential for a new ecosystem. CSPs require cloud-native OSS/BSS that are scalable,
flexible, and efficient. Several case studies offer real-world proof to build confidence in CSPs, and while there is a
skills gap present, CSPs are willing to adopt cloud-native principles in their BSS domain. However, to keep up with
CSP’s cloud-native transformation journey, CSPs must work on effective BSS transformation strategies based on
open architectures that integrate automation, agility, and flexibility to address the challenges of handling legacy
https://www.stl.tech/network-software-products/digital-bss-platforms/
monolithic BSS implementations. STL, through
its Digital BSS Platform, enables a customer-centric digital network
& provides cloud-native OSS/BSS solutions for telecoms. In the era of Platformication, STL is engineered for
innovation at scale & speed, improved monetization & mobilizing digital platforms that insist on creating relevant
customer journeys. Taking action for the same and going far beyond is what makeshttps://www.stl.tech/network-software-products/digital-bss-platforms/
the STL Digital BSS Platform
solutions stand out from the rest of the market.
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